206.706 Withdrawal matched by program site; contingent beneficiary; financial institution not responsible for verification.

Sec. 6. (1) Money withdrawn during a calendar year from an individual or family development account by an account holder for a purpose under section 4 shall be matched by the program site as provided in the participant savings plan agreement between the account holder and the program site.

(2) An account holder shall name at least 1 contingent beneficiary at the time the account is established and may change beneficiaries at any time. If an account holder dies, the account shall be transferred to a contingent beneficiary. If the named beneficiary is deceased or otherwise cannot accept the transfer, the money shall be transferred to the estate of the beneficiary.

(3) A financial institution is not responsible for verifying whether or not withdrawals from accounts held at that financial institution are made in accordance with and for a purpose allowed under section 4.